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August–September 20 8
@Dragon Con

From Zoe’s Bullet Journal
TO DO:

D Lie
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Scene

Sneaking

As I waited to board my Friday afternoon flight, I got a text
from my boyfriend.
SIMON: Are you feeling better?
SIMON: I’ll come over when I get off my shift, OK?

I remained as calm as Captain was when the Bleeder
virus—suddenly fully sentient—looked back at her from
under the microscope in Episode 2. I knew Simon didn’t
suspect me. I might have decided spontaneously to do this,
but then I had planned every move. (Planning is my superpower.) Also, I was morally in the clear. I was.
ME: Don’t come. It’s only a headache.
ME: I’m going to nap now anyway.
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SIMON: Well, if you’re sure you don’t need me.
ME: Our state-senator-to-be needs you more. And I have
Maggie checking on me later.
SIMON: OK, good. See you tomorrow! xo
ME: Absolutely. xo

I boarded my flight. Calmly!
This alternate, obsessed, geeked-out, Bleeders-fan version of myself (that I’d only discovered a few weeks ago)
was kind of silly. Simon would use a stronger word than
silly. Nobody could do blistering, intelligent scorn like
Simon, although of course he never directed it at me.
I made sure of that. I was the perfect girlfriend. As such,
I also knew that he needed his focus on bigger and more
important things than my tiny personal . . . excursion. My
whereabouts for the next twenty-four hours were between
me, myself, and (of course) Maggie. And if I regretted that
I had to hide from the only Bleeders fan I knew personally, well, that was the price. It was too risky to tell Simon’s
younger sister. At fourteen, Josie had no filter between her
brain and her mouth.
I do not take unnecessary risks.
Usually.
I found my window seat and stowed my backpack. I
listened to the flight attendant’s spiel about seatbelts and
exit rows. But I only breathed fully again after Simon sent
a funny GIF of some guy getting “back to work.”
My parents didn’t know what I was up to, either, but I
wasn’t worried about them. I might even have told them—
if I could have figured out how to instruct them never to
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mention it to Simon. I couldn’t, but they were off on a
romantic end-of-summer Montreal trip anyway. We’d
agreed I’d text them only in case of emergency, which this
was emphatically not.
They deserved their time together. They’d been all
croissant au chocolat and au revoir and je t’adore before they
ran off to the car together. So cute! Maggie had mouthed at
me. I’d rolled my eyes, but it’s true, they’re adorable.
Fun fact: my parents got together in high school, just
like Simon and me. It was because of their example that
my mental bullet list went something like this:

D Meet soulmate
D Make commitment
D Marriage: TO COME!

(after college)

The plane took off and my everyday Boston world
shrank teeny-tiny and got left behind. I nudged my backpack with the toe of my orange high-top sneaker. I hadn’t
brought much, since I’d be back tomorrow morning. My
con registration. My season premiere ticket. Change of
clothes. Of course my bullet journal.
Simon and I had a lot to do our senior year to figure
out college together. Once this little fandom indulgence
was over, I wouldn’t have time to think about Bleeders. After
seeing the premiere tonight, I might not even watch the
rest of Season 2.
And I shouldn’t waste this plane time! I pulled out
my bullet journal and ultra-fine Sharpie to outline a college application essay. “Describe a problem you’ve solved or
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a problem you’d like to solve. It can be an intellectual challenge, a research query, an ethical dilemma—anything that is
of personal importance, no matter the scale. Explain its significance to you and what steps you took or could take to identify a
solution.”
I looked out the window at the summer sky. Simon
would have a dozen ideas—for himself and for me—but on
the plane to Dragon Con, Bleeders felt like the only thing of
personal importance to me.
The Bleeder virus! When you’re infected, the walls of
your arteries and veins and capillaries transmute into
basically tissue paper. Blood seeps rapidly from every pore,
so within seconds, you’re a bleeding sack of skin holding
in bones and organs. But somehow you stay upright, alive,
for a few completely horrifying and totally infectious minutes. (The special effects are riveting.)
Essay. Focus.
I thought of Lorelei in the lab in the first episode. The
way she looks into the microscope, down at the virus. Then
at Captain.
“We took an oath to save life,” Lorelei says neutrally.
“All life.”
“I’m taking another oath right now,” Captain answers.
“To stop this.” But we see her face as she says it. We see
that she doesn’t know how. And that she’s scared. On top of
everything else, Captain Paloma is a mother, and the virus
is a threat to all humanoid life. She’s also levelheaded,
deadly, and dedicated to keeping her tiny MOSS (mobile
space surgery) crew safe from the robotic Interplanetary Sanitation Force, doing their forbidden scientific
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research . . . while running and evading and hiding. And
when they must, fighting.
But only when they must. Originally, they chose to flee.
I don’t blame them for it. Because: What are you supposed
to do against a Really Big Bad? When deep in your heart,
you don’t believe you can have any effect on it? When,
even deeper in your heart, you truly think the worst will
surely come? When you can’t help but despair, no matter
how hard you pretend to have hope, especially when you’re
with the people who really do have hope?
You run. It’s logical!
And yet I know that if I keep watching, the crew will figure out a way to fight and win. Somehow. Because fiction,
not reality. Captain, Lorelei, Celie, Tennah/Bellah, Monica,
and Torrance will win in the end.
And I want, I need
need, to see that happen.
Yes, yes, yes. It’s an imaginary universe with imaginary
problems. (Simon’s words to his sister about Bleeders.) I
shouldn’t care so much about entertainment. But I do, and
honestly? I’m truly worried about this season!
Essay! Focus. An idea stirred in me—but no. “No matter the scale” was an obvious trap. I shouldn’t write about
the personal miracle of a properly organized to-do list. It’s
not important enough.
Also I have learned that nobody wants to hear it.
There’s a real-world virus, Marburg, which is the conceptual progenitor of the Bleeder virus. Also obviously
Ebola is a source. But if I wrote about viruses, that might
imply I was interested in a scientific career. And I’m definitely not. I haven’t settled on anything else yet. Which is
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extremely frustrating for Simon and me, because it makes
our college applications even more challenging.
I decided to spend just a few minutes looking at cat
videos. It’s research for my job. That’s what I tell Simon.
I was shocked by the announcement that our plane
was preparing to land. I had wasted the whole flight daydreaming about Bleeders, rejecting stupid essay ideas, and
watching cats. Great.
Still, I’d gotten to Atlanta. Now all I had to do was get
to the right place at midnight. I’d see the Bleeders Season
2 premiere (a week early!), get back to the airport, and get
home tomorrow morning with nobody but Maggie the
wiser. Zoe Rosenthal for the win!
I texted Maggie that I’d arrived. Then I gave myself a
quiet little fist bump.
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Scene 2

Atlanta

As soon as I got off the subway in downtown Atlanta, I saw
it—no, her—no, them! Someone was cosplaying Tennah/
Bellah! Another Bleeders fan was rapidly disappearing on
the upward escalator! The crowd was so thick, I couldn’t
even pursue them.
Tennah/Bellah is two separate people—not personalities, people—who happen to share a single humanoid
body. Probably we’ll learn more in Season 2 about how the
Quatos species shape-shifts between their two selves. It
hadn’t occurred to me that there would be Bleeders cosplayers here for Dragon Con. I swiveled in place and craned
my neck, but I didn’t see any other Bloodygits. Unless they
were camouflaged in Muggle clothes like me.
There was certainly no lack of other cosplayers. As the
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crowd and I shuffled slowly along toward the escalator and
exit, I gawked. I stared. I ogled.
Thranduil, the elf king from Lord of the Rings. A Wonder
Woman mother and her matching small daughter. Three
chatty stormtroopers. Walking Dead. Castiel from Supernatural, in his trench coat. Jon Snow and Daenerys (with
a stuffed dragon on her shoulder). Oooo—Mr. Rogers in
his cardigan! I couldn’t help it—I called his name and
waved. He shouted back, “Hello, neighbor!” I got a little
sniffly. It actually almost felt like Mr. Rogers himself had
greeted me.
There were also lots of people simply wearing geeky
T-shirts. Moving upward on the long, steep escalator, I
glanced self-consciously at my clothing: a billowing, light,
sleeveless white top and capri leggings, orange sneakers. I could have borrowed Maggie’s WAKANDA FOREVER
T-shirt if I had only thought of it. Or maybe done a simple
lightning-bolt temporary tattoo on my forehead.
Only no. I wasn’t actually like these other fans. I’d never
do cosplay. I was just here for a few hours, for my show.
I wouldn’t embarrass myself in public. I mean, you could
see that some of the Muggles were sneering or rolling their
eyes at the cosplayers. Who needs that? I was a low-profile
kind of person.
I made it out onto the people-packed street, where the
difference in temperature between Boston and Atlanta
made itself known. I was going to sweat. That didn’t matter.
Orienting myself mattered. I started to pull out my map
and phone, but someone near me, wearing a bright blue
ball gown and a blond Elsa wig, was talking about going
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to registration with her friend, who wore a brown bodysuit
and a reindeer headdress. So I just skulked along behind
them.
I kept on staring as I walked.
A medieval Japanese female knight. A leather-clad
black cat in a neon-green furry gas mask, with other green
fur-ball things stuck all over his body. A steampunk Santa.
Ruth Bader Ginsburg arm in arm with Sonia Sotomayor. A
man who was naked except for tight silver shorts and silver
body paint. A phalanx of Star Trek ensigns in red shirts
who spontaneously fell onto the sidewalk together while
everyone around them yelled, “They’re dead, Jim!”
My mom loves anything Star Trek, including the original series, so I got that one.
The cosplayers didn’t seem to mind being stared at.
There was a lot of posing and preening.
“Awesome, huh?” said a motherly-looking winged
angel. I discreetly checked to make sure this wasn’t directed
at someone else. It wasn’t.
I smiled back. “Who’s that?” I pointed to the nearly
naked guy in the silver paint.
“The Silver Surfer. He’s a Marvel Comics character.”
She rolled her eyes. “One of millions.”
I didn’t know much about comics. “Okay, what about
the neon cat?”
“That one I don’t know. Maybe he’s from a game.”
I’d lost sight of the Elsa cosplayer I’d been following
before. I asked, “Are you going to the Sheraton to register?
Can I just follow you?”
“Sure.” The angel gestured at some of the people
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streaming past us in the opposite direction. “You can tell
they’re coming from registration because they’re all wearing their badges. Stick with me.”
I said, “I love your costume, by the way. Should I recognize you?”
The angel wore a long white lace dress that I guessed
to be a repurposed wedding gown and wings formed from
wire and feathers.
“No, I’m just my own angel. So this is your first Dragon
Con?”
“Yes,” I said. “You?”
“Oh, I’ve been coming for fifteen years. You’re going
to have a fantastic time.” A wave to indicate an elderly
Princess Moana. “Everybody wearing their inside on their
outside! Which is how life should always be.”
I suppressed a smile at her naivete. “But it’s not how
life is.”
“Maybe not for everyone,” said the angel. “But you can
make a free individual choice.”
“I take it you’ve forgotten high school,” I said dryly.
“Nope. Never.” The angel laughed. “What year are
you?”
“Senior.”
“Planning for college?”
“Yes.” I thought of the long list of schools that Simon
and I had finalized together over the summer. We had
no idea yet where we’d end up; we only knew we’d do it
together. That was so comforting.
“Well, unlike high school, Dragon Con is a place where
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you can be yourself,” the angel said with assurance. “It’s
why you’ve come!”
I have come to see my show, I thought, but said, “Any
other tips?”
“Get to your programs early. There can be huge lines
and then you don’t get in.”
“Thanks.”
We filed into the basement of the Sheraton, where two
friends joined the angel, and then I got flowed into a different registration line. I waved goodbye, but I’d already
been forgotten.
There continued to be wonderful cosplays everywhere
to look at. But I also noticed how everybody else had somebody to talk to.
I really could not have brought Josie. She certainly
couldn’t have afforded her plane fare and registration, and
I couldn’t have paid for her. Aunt Kath’s birthday money
went only so far, and I was totally committed to saving all
my earnings from my job. I reminded myself, too, of all the
complications of Josie being Simon’s sister. The logistics
would have required a spreadsheet! That said, if I’d put on
my thinking cap, perhaps it wouldn’t have been completely
impossible—no. I made the right choice. Plus, there just
wasn’t time.
For company, I texted Maggie.
ME: Are you there?
MAGGIE: Yes but no, sorry, cousins galore, chat later.
ME: No worries. Have fun!
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My line moved forward.
Then, ahead of me at registration, I spied my Tennah/
Bellah cosplayer again. They had figured out a really
cool way to indicate Tennah and Bellah, with a vertical
body division. A wig had Bellah’s braid on the right and
Tennah’s scraped-back bun on the left, and makeup delineated each face differently. The costume was literally two
costumes sewn together: Bellah’s loose navy jumpsuit
with military decorations on one side and Tennah’s formfitting slinky dress in camouflage green on the other. The
chest, however, was even on both sides and preposterously,
wincingly, and worst of all, erroneously large for Tennah/
Bellah. But it did make a good base for the stethoscopegarrote riding majestically on top. The only thing that
wasn’t Bleeders-inspired was the cosplayer’s round pink
glasses.
What if I just shouted out “Tennah! Bellah!” like I’d
shouted at Mr. Rogers?
If only I’d had some indicator of my own Bleeders fandom on me! Then I might have had the courage. Josie
had a Bloodygit T-shirt she’d bought off Etsy, with the
stethoscope-garrote printed on the front like a necklace . . .
I wished I’d thought to get something like that.
Beep.
SIMON: How are you feeling now?
SIMON: Don’t answer if you’re sleeping!

Best not to answer. I looked up from my phone, only
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to see Tennah/Bellah disappearing under the EXIT sign.
Again! I felt bereft. Compulsively, I answered Simon.
ME: Are you at Tropical Foods?
SIMON: Yes. We’ve registered two people so far.
ME: That’s great!
SIMON: Most people are ignoring us but that’s OK.
SIMON: I wish you were here too.
ME: I’m sorry I’m not, but rest is doing me good. I’m going to
sleep.
SIMON: See you tomorrow!
ME: Yes! I know I’ll feel all better by then. xo
SIMON: xo

I was glad Simon could be upbeat about voter registration, which to be honest I found depressing. But it was
sweet to think that we were both feeling lonely for each
other at this exact same moment.
This summer, Simon had volunteered a lot at Alisha
Johnson Pratt’s state senatorial campaign, along with
working full-time at his day-care job (children love Simon).
I helped with the Pratt campaign too, when I wasn’t
working for my neighbor Mrs. Albee. But voter registration versus seeing the Bleeders season premiere a week
early? I mean! The steps I needed to take to be at Dragon
Con instead practically wrote themselves in my bullet
journal . . . because, listen, to-do lists really and truly can
work miracles in your life, and if you also deploy a spreadsheet . . .
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The registration line was making efficient progress. Of
course I was still excited about the Bleeders midnight season premiere. Of course I was still really glad I was here
and not at Tropical Foods feeling secretly futile. Only now
I wondered, What was I going to do with myself, all alone
in this crowd, between now and midnight?
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Scene 3

Bloodygits!

I hung my official con membership badge around my neck.
Outside the registration hall, I picked up a paper schedule.
It was thick and packed with descriptions of thousands
of programs organized by date, time, and track. Yes, thousands. There were also floor maps for the hotels. Lists of
exhibitors and special guests. And. And. And. You’d have to
study it for a week to figure everything out.
But all I wanted was something halfway interesting to
do between now and midnight. And then something to do
after the premiere . . . in the wee hours . . . by myself . . .
because I really didn’t want to go hang out at the airport
then. Aaargh!
“You’re better off downloading the app,” the guy
behind the schedule table advised me. He was massive,
elderly, and bald, sporting an Ultraviolet: Code 044 T-shirt
and a handlebar mustache of which he was clearly proud.
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“The app keeps you on top of the programming, which you
need because room assignments can change. And it’s just
easier to find things in the app. But—you’re a first-timer,
right? Thought so. You’ll want to rip the hotel maps out of
your printed schedule.” He demonstrated enthusiastically.
“Now, the Hyatt, Hilton, and Marriott are all connected.
You never have to go outside!” He said this like it was a
good thing. It probably was, given the heat.
“Thanks.” I paused as he looked at me encouragingly.
“Where can I get something to eat? That’s not too expensive and is, you know, somewhat healthy?”
I came away armed with directions to two food courts
and also to a place called the Con Suite inside one of
the hotels where food was apparently available to everybody 24/7, completely free although not guaranteed to be
healthy. I had also been encouraged to attend an orientation session for newbies, and my maps were now annotated with circles and arrows for food, the location of the
Bleeders premiere, some gathering places for other “military science fiction and horror” sessions (the volunteer
assumed this must be what I was into and I didn’t bother
to explain that I wasn’t into anything except Bleeders), and
several good spots to stand for a parade that was to happen
tomorrow morning. (I also didn’t explain that I’d be on my
way home by then.) He was great, and I felt a little bereft
when he said dismissively, “Have fun now!”
Still uncertain, I threaded through the milling, talking, excited crowd until I found a wall to lean on. I downloaded the app and tried to understand it while watching
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more cosplayers swan past. Lots of Star Wars and elves
and fairies and Spiderman and Fred and George Weasley
and minions and dragons and Mary Poppins. Also, a
surprisingly creepy group dressed in yellow with rubber
duckie masks who yelled “Make way! Make way!” Then
Abraham Lincoln and medieval and steampunk—and Lisa
Simpson! I love Lisa!
And so very many costumes and references that I
didn’t have a clue about.
Most people seemed willing to pose for pictures whenever you asked, so I texted a few photos to Maggie.
MAGGIE: *Speechless*
ME: Me too.
MAGGIE: Send more. I’m begging.
ME: OK, but promise me you won’t show them to anybody.
ME: Because it can’t leak out where I am and what I’m doing!
MAGGIE: I promise. Just send more.
ME: Right now? Aren’t you busy?
MAGGIE: Yes and no. Sitting in the back.
MAGGIE: My grandparents just renewed their vows.
MAGGIE: Everybody is cooing.
MAGGIE: I’m in danger of crystallizing into a pillar of sugar.
MAGGIE: You’re my only hope.

I sent her a giant guy dressed as a rooster.
MAGGIE: Haha. May I request another hot elf?
ME: Mission accepted.
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I prowled the area and got more photos, feeling like I
was on the sidelines of an enormous party that had been
going on for years. People shrieked and hugged as they
found one another. They picked up conversations that
referenced last year, or five years ago. They were mostly
adults—twenties, thirties, forties, fifties. There were smaller
kids, with their parents, but I didn’t notice many teens who
were on their own, like me.
Maggie had gone silent. Of course she had granddaughterly duties at the anniversary party. I thought about
getting a nerdy T-shirt to change into. Even just a Dragon
Con shirt. Only I’d never wear it again so it was a waste
of money, and while Aunt Kath was probably good for
another gift card at Chrismukkah, right now I’d have to dig
into my college savings from my job with Mrs. Albee, and
to this I say a firm no.
Well, at least I had my Dragon Con membership badge
to show I belonged.
I ventured out onto the cosplayer-crammed streets of
Atlanta in search of I didn’t know what. I tried to walk confidently, though, as if I knew where I was going and that I
would meet many close personal friends there.
But then I saw my Tennah/Bellah cosplayer again,
waiting in a line that wound at least halfway around the
Hyatt hotel, between a steampunk Alice in Wonderland
and a couple wearing Sailor Moon T-shirts. Tennah/
Bellah was talking to someone who—my heart skipped a
beat—was cosplaying Torrance!
Torrance is the only male on the crew of the ship Mae
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Jemison, and he is quiet. But toward the end of Season 1, he
began displaying some interesting depths.
The fan cosplaying Torrance was a girl, a few inches
taller than Tennah/Bellah, and she looked about my age,
with dark hair cut close that was clearly real rather than a
wig. The Torrance cosplay was basic, just a white lab coat
with the Bleeders medical insignia (a gold snake wrapped
around a surgeon’s laser) embroidered on the pocket. And
the stethoscope-garrote, of course.
The best part: in one hand, she had a small cast-iron
frying pan! And her white lab coat was stained on the
front . . .
In Season 1, Episode 7, Torrance got cornered in
the ship’s galley by a Sanitation Soldier and conked his
attacker on the head with the pan. Then he vomited on the
soldier whose head he’d just smashed in—and later, spent
hours in surgery trying to save it. Which was futile because
Sanitation Soldiers are half circuitry, and Torrance is a
doctor but not an engineer, and Bellah, who’s both, flatly
refused to help. Coghead can’t be dead enough for me. And
don’t even mention rehab. You can’t handle the programming.
So the soldier ended up in a closet until Celie quietly wired
its head into the kitchen appliances two episodes later,
but all it can do so far is insult Torrance, call Celie “most
exalted and extreme genius,” and make toast. (By the way,
fans ship Torrance and Celie all the time. There is something kind of innocent and sweet about that ship.)
Anyway, Torrance is a pacifist and this incident was
the first time in his life he’d hurt anyone. Or anything,
thing, as
thing
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Bellah kept insisting. Bellah and Torrance had a vicious
quarrel about what it means to be alive, which ended with
Torrance exploding that this was going to be the last time
he’d touch any weapon whatsoever for any purpose whatsoever, whereupon Captain intervened by saying something about the frying pan.
So when I saw that frying pan, I felt my face break out
into an enormous smile, and the girl who was cosplaying
Torrance caught it and grinned back at me. It was a tractor
beam drawing me in.
I went up to the two of them.
“Hi! Oh my God, hi! Torrance! Hi, Tennah! Hi, Bellah!”
I couldn’t stop smiling.
Tennah/Bellah bowed, a little awkwardly. He had very
thick eyebrows that almost met above his pink glasses.
“Bloodygit?” he asked me.
“Bloodygit!” I confirmed excitedly. “Zoe Rosenthal.”
Torrance smiled and said, “I’m Liv Decker.” A brief
pause, as if she was hesitating, and then she held up her
badge. There was a little ribbon on the badge that said
THEY/ THEM .
Because of Simon, at least I didn’t hesitate to respond.
“Oh, I should have said. I’m she/her.” I smiled at her—
them.
Simon had a whole speech about including pronouns
in introductions, especially when meeting new people,
pointing out that the onus otherwise was always and
unfairly on the nonbinary or trans person. Here he was
being proven right yet again.
Liv smiled back and added, “Just so you know, I don’t
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take offense at she/her. It’s just that I identify personally as
nonbinary.”
I nodded. “But just so you know, I try but I mess up on
pronouns sometimes.”
“No worries. I happen also to be imperfect.”
Tennah/Bellah said, “I’m Cameron Decker. Cam. He/
him. I am perfect.”
Liv snorted.
Cam said, “We’re from here. Atlanta.”
“You’re siblings?” I asked.
“Twins,” said Cam. “But not identical. Just in case that’s
not totally obvious.”
Liv snorted again.
“Wow, I have to tell you, I’m regretting this,” Liv said,
raising the pan. “I totally should’ve gone with aluminum.”
I said, “But it makes the costume. You know, authenticity.” I gestured at their lab coat’s vomit stain. “Also, nice
touch.”
“I had to try at least somewhat, given the competition,”
Liv said, with a glance at Cam’s Tennah/Bellah costume.
“You look spectacular,” I said to him.
“I don’t see the point of doing things halfway,” said
Cam airily, and then paused before adding, “when it comes
to cosplay.”
I said to him, “I love your split face.”
“Thanks! Originally, I was going to paint as Bellah in
front and use a mask for Tennah in the back, but then I
decided to go this way instead. I didn’t like the idea of, you
know, silencing Tennah by reducing her to a mask. It would
be like she’s permanently dormant.”
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I nodded. “I see what you mean.”
“I don’t,” said Liv.
I truly did, though. Tennah/Bellah shape-shifts from
one person to the other, and even though this is bodysharing, sort of, Tennah doesn’t have any access whatsoever to what Bellah knows and vice versa. When one is
up, the other is—sort of—dead. Or asleep. They leave each
other meticulous voice logs. Also, and this is extremely
important, Tennah and Bellah are not friends. They cooperate only because they have to and they do not particularly like it, or each other. Oh, and they have quite different
tastes in sexual partners, which led to an interesting scene
in Episode 5 and, as you may imagine, many more interesting scenes in fanfic. Not that I read Bleeders fanfic. Not
much at all.
The line that the Deckers were standing in started to
move. I walked alongside. “What are you going to?”
“Frank Oz,” said Liv. “You know, you could maybe come
with us. One person won’t make any difference, right?”
This was directed to the Sailor Moon couple behind them.
“We’ve been waiting,” the man said uncertainly.
“It’s not like you wouldn’t get in,” Liv wheedled.
“Oh, no, no,” I said quickly. “I could never cut in line.”
Even though I wasn’t sure who Frank Oz was, I would
have gone with them if I could have. Only I really didn’t
want to cause any unpleasantness. I said, “Actually, I’m on
my way to get something to eat.” Then I was brave. “Are you
two going to the premiere at midnight?”
“Of course!” said Cam. “You?”
“Yes!”
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“Meet you there?” said Cam. “We can all sit together.”
“Absolutely,” I said. “That would be great.”
“Pro tip? Come an hour early. At least. We want good
seats.”
We.
“Yes,” I said. “I will.”
Their line was moving, so Cam said, “See you at eleven,
Zoe!”
“Eleven,” I agreed happily.
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Scene 4

Sweet

“Doors don’t open until eleven thirty,” said the volunteer
at the Piedmont Room door, sternly, as he blocked my way.
I had arrived on the Conference Center level at the Hyatt
even earlier than eleven o’clock.
“Can I just, you know, go in and sit? Save a couple
seats?”
He eyed me. “You have a ticket for the Bleeders premiere?” When I nodded, he added, “Then you just wait out
here with everyone else.”
I retreated with my metaphorical tail between my legs.
Only a few hours before I’d claimed that I would never cut
in line! Apparently I’d just never been really tempted.
I was far from the only one who’d come early. People
sat on the floor or leaned against the walls, including a
T. rex wearing a Handmaid’s white bonnet and red robe. I
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gave them a thumbs-up, got permission to take a photo (for
Maggie), and then looked around for Cam and Liv Decker.
Who must have thought eleven meant eleven.
I went up to a skeletally thin, tall kid in cargo shorts
and a Doctor Who T-shirt. His Dragon Con membership
badge dangled from a purple-and-yellow lanyard around
his neck as, sitting, he leaned forward over a book.
“You’re the end of the line?”
This guy looked about my age, maybe a little older,
with a scruffy chin that he had tried to shave. He closed
his book when I spoke. The book had a picture of an elk on
the cover and was titled Modern Java Recipes.
“Yes, I think so.” His voice was loud and subtly atonal.
I said, “Okay if I sit here too? I won’t bother you.”
“You won’t, I mean, I’m not bothered, I mean, yes. Sit
down. Fine. That’s fine. You can sit. Sit.” He scrambled to
make more room, although there was already plenty. I had
that sinking feeling about him, not the bad one, just the
“he likes girls and I’m a girl and I’m here so he’s going to
try” one. But this was where I had to be, so I sat. I pulled
out my phone and ducked my head so my hair sort of curtained my face. “I have to text my boyfriend,” I said pointedly, even though in actual fact the only person I needed
to text was my employer, Mrs. Albee. Which I should have
done earlier, only I’d forgotten. “He’s expecting it.”
The boy looked interested. “Is he coming too? We can
save him a place.”
“Uh. No. He—he’s not. Two other friends of mine are
coming, though.”
“We’ll save spots for them, then.”
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I lowered my phone. “That’s allowed? Or would it be as
if they were cutting other people in line?”
The guy shook his head solemnly. “We just need to tell
whoever gets in line after you that we’re saving the spots.
Someone told me that today when I got in line for Frank
Oz. Also, Bloodygits won’t mind. We’re all fans together!
You said two?”
I nodded. “Yes, two. But I’m going to text my boyfriend
now, okay?”
“Fine,” he said, but just kept on talking. “My name is
Sebastian Sweet. He/him.”
There was something cheerful about him. It didn’t feel
like he was hitting on me, after all. And he was a Bloodygit.
I smiled. “Hi, Sebastian. I’m Zoe Rosenthal. She/her.”
“Hello.” Sebastian pressed his hands together and
bowed his head. “Namaste, Zoe.” He added solemnly, “The
light in me salutes the light in you.”
I had never namaste’d anyone outside of a yoga class.
“Namaste, Sebastian.” He kept looking at me expectantly,
so even though I felt ridiculous, I added, “The light in me
salutes the light in you.” It was worth it because then he
looked so happy. He was weird, he was definitely weird, I
thought. But . . . well, sweet. I added hastily, “So, I’m texting
my boyfriend now, all right?”
“Yes, you said you would. Good. Don’t you wish he
were here? He’ll miss the season premiere! Did you have
to promise him you wouldn’t spoil it for him? Won’t it be
hard? You won’t be able to talk about it with him until next
week!”
I bit my lip. “Actually . . . uh, see, Simon’s not a fan.”
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Sebastian Sweet’s eyes widened. “He’s not a Bloodygit?”
“He’s never watched it.”
“Well, you have to make him!”
“That won’t work. Trust me. He’s not even slightly interested. We don’t talk about it.”
Sebastian Sweet looked absolutely horrified. “Zoe, that
must be awful! I don’t think I could be with someone who
didn’t at least have patience for my stuff!”
“We manage,” I said dryly. “It’s called compromise.”
As soon as the word was out of my mouth, I realized that
compromise wasn’t precisely what was happening in this
particular case . . . but I stood by the principle.
Sebastian didn’t, apparently. “I really don’t know how
you do that,” he said, looking worried. I smiled at him awkwardly and thought, Autism spectrum? If so, I was superglad I hadn’t shut him down before. Still, I leaned over my
phone decisively; I didn’t want to pursue the compromise
discussion. Sebastian Sweet took the hint and went back
to his book.
He was okay, I thought.
I texted my boss.
ME: Yes, I can conﬁrm that I’m coming over tomorrow at 3
to take more video footage of Wentworth. No need to
answer if that’s still OK! I’m sorry it’s so late. See you
then!

My phone rang immediately. Mrs. Albee reads texts
but says she can’t stand to talk that way. I picked up. “Hi,
Mrs. Albee.”
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“Zoe, I’m so glad you called—”
“Texted,” I said compulsively.
“Yes? So, tomorrow isn’t going to work? Wentworth
needs more rest and relaxation between shoots? And
maybe some special treats?”
I pressed my lips together. Wentworth’s entire life consisted of rest and relaxation and special treats. They did
not help.
“I’m also not sure about your script?” Mrs. Albee went
on. “I’m working on an idea that will be less stressful for
him?”
“Send script edits my way,” I said. “We’re canceling
tomorrow’s shoot, then?”
“Yes? We can reschedule once Wentworth is ready?”
“Fine,” I said.
I hung up, banged my own head against my own
phone, and looked into the interested, questioning eyes of
Sebastian Sweet.
“I am the media marketing manager for my next-door
neighbor’s business,” I explained. “Mrs. Albee’s Handmade Organic Kitty Soaps.”
“Really? What are your qualifications?”
I blinked. Nobody had ever asked me that before.
Even Simon had assumed the answer was just that I lived
next door and liked cats. I said, “So I used to make videos of our cat, Riley, and upload them. Just for fun. But
then Riley had to go live with my Aunt Kath because my
dad got too allergic. I missed him and I just thought . . .
well, anyway, I asked Mrs. Albee if I could do a video of
Wentworth.”
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I shuddered, remembering that shoot. That horrible
shoot. Only I said:
“Mrs. Albee liked it. And she asked me to do more. And
I said yes, and now I manage her Twitter and Instagram
and the Etsy store and most everything online.”
But it was making the videos I loved. And I had thought,
surely, surely, with some more experience, and when he was
more used to me, Wentworth would be cooperative. Would
pick up some basic comfort level with the camera. Some
professionalism!
“And so,” I concluded. “Here I am!”
“That’s great!”
“Not always,” I said frankly. “I mean, yes. In many ways,
I love my job. It’s creative, and Mrs. Albee listens to me and
lets me make decisions. But our spokescat, Wentworth . . .”
Sebastian was listening so intently. Suddenly it all
burst out of me.
“Wentworth is maybe the most neurotic cat I have ever
met, and believe me, I have met a lot of cats! He is simply
not emotionally qualified to be a spokescat! And, you know
what else? I know exactly why Wentworth is the way he is.
Ask me my opinion about nature versus nurture. Go on.
Ask me!”
I might have snarled the last bit.
“Uh. Nature or nurture?”
“Nurture,” I told Sebastian darkly. “The kitty does not
fall far from the tree!”
Sebastian Sweet might have shifted ever so slightly
away from me. “Um, Zoe? Didn’t you need to text your
boyfriend?”
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“Correct,” I said. “I did say that, didn’t I?”
Sebastian nodded and retreated rapidly behind Modern
Java Recipes.
I leaned over my phone, pretending to text, and
thought bitterly about my many, many hours of useless
Wentworth footage. I wanted to give up on him. I longed to
give up! I wanted to hire Ellen From Finance! (Her actual
name. And a sweeter, more cooperative cat you will never
find, plus she lived conveniently just down the street with
the Costellos!)
But I didn’t know how to get Mrs. Albee to agree.
May I say how maddening it is when an intelligent
person won’t recognize reality? Wentworth is not suited for
stardom. He just plain doesn’t want it enough! #fact
I spent some soothing minutes with our college
spreadsheet. We had thirty-two colleges, color-coded. I
had spreadsheet indicators for the schools that had excellent scholarship and financial aid reputations, like Boston
University has this cool Presidential Scholarship, and
some (not many) schools promise to meet all your financial
need so you don’t have to get loans at all. I had included
other important factors as well, like location and cost and
majors and urban versus suburban versus rural. If you
clicked on various cells, you drilled down to helpful auxiliary information.
My parents thought thirty-two was too many. My
mother added up the application costs and left the information for me on the kitchen table with a note: “We’ll
pay application costs for ten. The rest is on you, honeybee. Quick question: Isn’t this a lot of money for Simon to
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throw away, too? He’s got to pay for all of his applications,
right? His mom can’t help.”
I knew that! We’d discussed that! Simon said the application fees were an investment in our future together. We
needed to try for some choice at the end, because both of
us were not going to get in everywhere. And it was complicated! Simon needed more financial aid than me,
and we wanted schools that had strong political science
and economics departments for him. And, since I don’t
know what I’ll major in, we needed schools with lots of
options.
How could my parents think I’d forget for a moment
that Simon’s mom couldn’t help him as much as my parents could help me? I’d actually offered to pay some of his
fees from my savings, to even things out. ( Thanks to kitty
soap, I have nearly three thousand dollars!) But Simon
insisted he would manage; he had savings from his daycare job, although less than me.
I put away my phone and turned back to Sebastian
Sweet.
“Did you say you went to Frank Oz this afternoon?”
Apparently I had not scared him too much; Sebastian
eyed me cautiously but willingly. “Yes. Did you?”
“No, but my friends—the ones who are coming here—
did. Only, I’m not sure who Frank Oz is? I mean, I think
I’ve heard the name.”
At this, Sebastian’s native enthusiasm returned full
force. “Of course you know Frank Oz! He’s Miss Piggy! He’s
Yoda! He’s Bert, and he’s Cookie Monster. He was half the
Muppets. And he’s a movie director!”
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I felt my eyes get big. “Seriously? Miss Piggy? Oh, you’re
right, of course I know him!”
Sebastian closed his book. He rummaged in his backpack and tenderly pulled out a manila envelope. He shook
out a photo. I examined the face of the older bald man. He
looked so ordinary, but . . . awe filled me.
“He signed it to me,” Sebastian said.
“I loved the Muppets,” I said. “Miss Piggy—she’s just
so unabashedly selfish! I adore that, don’t you? And it’s
hysterical.”
“I know, right?” said Sebastian.
“She just goes after what she wants!”
“It’s inspiring!”
“It’s piggy!” I punned badly, but Sebastian laughed. I
grinned and stared more at Frank Oz, wondering what it
would feel like to be doing good in the world—doing good
by creating joy—by making and playing puppets. Puppets . . .
but no, I shouldn’t dwell on my personal pathetic puppetrelated memories. They didn’t matter. Frank Oz mattered. I
couldn’t look away. Here was this old guy who I might pass
on the street and probably not even notice, but he’d been
incredibly important to me. And to how many others? No
wonder there’d been a line all around the hotel waiting for
him . . . wow. Wow!
I should have begged the Sailor Moon couple and
tried harder to get into that line. Only I just hadn’t known
I cared.
“So what did Frank Oz talk about? I mean, did he actually have Miss Piggy with him? Or what?”
“It was question and answer. He did voices, though.
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Like, when there was a question about Bert and Ernie, he
answered as Bert, and when it was Yoda, he answered as
Yoda.”
I leaned forward. “What did people ask?”
By the time Cam and Liv Decker arrived, Sebastian
and I had moved on from the Muppets to the even more
important questions about the end of Bleeders Season 1.
The cliff-hanger: Captain had come up behind Lorelei sitting in the lab and said quietly, “Use that scalpel to cut
both your wrists. Set it to SLICE . Do it now, Lorelei. Now, or
I’ll kill you my way.”
The camera had moved from Captain’s unwavering
gloved hand on the garrote at Lorelei’s throat to focus
on Lorelei’s ice-pale, still eyes . . . then down to the pulsing laser knife with its settings SLICE and KNIT . Lorelei
reached for it . . . SLICE —
Fade to black.
What in all bloodiness was AMT—that’s the showrunner, Anna Maria Turner—up to? And what would
happen next?
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Scene 5

Season 2,
Episode 1

We sat together in the twelfth row: my new pal Sebastian
Sweet, my only-slightly-less-new pals Liv Decker and Cam
Decker, and me. Around us sat other fans, everybody buzzing with theories. Most people thought Lorelei was up to
no good—was maybe an agent of the government and/or
the Sanitation Force—and that Captain had caught her.
I was preoccupied, though. There were many empty
seats—and it wasn’t as if the room was an enormous auditorium. Maybe it wasn’t so amazing after all that I’d gotten
a ticket in the lottery?
I said uneasily, “I sort of expected more people.”
Liv met my eyes, their forehead wrinkled. “I guess it’s
because SlamDunk is a newish streaming service?”
Cam spoke up from Liv’s other side. “SlamDunk
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doesn’t advertise much. But I thought there’d be word of
mouth. It’s worrying.”
“No, no, don’t worry!” said Sebastian.
“Well,” I said. “We should worry. Because here’s this
fantastic show offering a sneak peek of its season premiere, right smack in the heart of the—” I hoped this
wasn’t insulting “—of the kingdom of the geeks. Shouldn’t
this room be standing room only? Even at midnight?”
“Midnight might or might not be prime time at
Dragon Con,” said Cam. “Hard to say. There’s less to do,
so maybe they hoped to attract new fans to try it? I don’t
know.”
Liv said, “I see Zoe’s point. Something like Deep Space
Nine offers just a Q and A with actors and that show ended
years ago. But there’s thousands of fans lined up to revisit
the past with them.”
“Nostalgia is powerful, that’s all,” said Sebastian. “And
Star Trek’s always relevant, especially when there’s a new
Star Trek show on. We can wait to build the Bleeders audience. It’ll happen. Every show has to start somewhere.”
“Shows do take time to build their audience,” Cam
said. “Even good ones. Maybe especially good ones.”
“Yes,” I said. I wanted to believe it.
“We’re like pioneers,” said Sebastian comfortably.
“More people will catch up and get on board this season.
It’s a no-brainer.”
“I hope so,” I told him. “I can’t help wondering if
Bleeders is having trouble because it’s majority female.”
“Don’t be paranoid,” said Cam. “Lots of guys here who
like the show.” He gestured around.
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“I mean behind the scenes at Bleeders. Women actors,
woman showrunner. Does that mean less advertising revenue?” I asked. “Or other, I don’t know, problems with raising money?”
“Unfortunately, that’s plausible,” said Liv.
Cam shook his head. “Let’s not go down that road until
there’s evidence.”
“History is evidence,” Liv said. “Why should Bleeders be
magically exempt from the kind of prejudice women-led
businesses have faced since, oh, the dawn of humanity?
We should assume that prejudice is a factor unless we see
evidence otherwise!”
“Liv, we’re just free-associating about some empty
chairs—”
“Sure, yes, I’d love some. Thanks!” Sebastian was
distracted by someone ahead of us who was passing out
Swedish Fish. Probably he was right. I too wanted to be
distracted from this particular discussion because it was
making me twitchy.
I got some fish.
Then a volunteer up at the front told us to silence our
cell phones and not to record.
“Oh my God,” said Liv. “It’s starting! I can’t stand it!”
I clutched my own arms in excitement, and as the
lights dimmed, I looked around one last time. So maybe
there weren’t so many of us, not yet anyway, but everybody
who was here was grinning like crazy, leaning forward, eyes
alight. And this was my show, our show! I was here, and
meanwhile there were other passionate fans out in the
world who weren’t able to be here (like Josie). I was so lucky!
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We Bloodygits were part of an elite group; we were in the
know. This was where I belonged. Bleeders needed its fans!
I reached up to touch Cam’s stethoscope-garrote, which
he’d generously loaned me. The screen lit up. Bloodygits
went crazy applauding.
On the screen before us, the camera was on the laser
scalpel in Lorelei’s strong bare right hand.
Lorelei flicked the scalpel to SLICE . It pulsed. She slanted
a look up at Captain, seemingly unmindful—as she turned
her head—of how the garrote in Captain’s gloved hands was
already cutting into her neck so that a thin line of blood trickled
down.
“Do you have a preference, Captain? Left or right wrist?”
“Lorelei’s ambidextrous, remember,” a voice whispered
loudly from behind us.
“Shhhhhh!” dozens of others hissed.
“How about both,” said Captain calmly. “One after the
other. On high.”
You couldn’t be a fan of Bleeders and go queasy at the
sight of blood. Still, the wrist! I had to force myself to not
shield my eyes—
The skin of Lorelei’s right wrist came apart in a long, clean
vertical cut. Tiny blue and red crystals sparkled beneath the
surface. Only crystals. No blood.
“Happy now, Captain?” asked Lorelei.
“Do the other.”
Lorelei cut her left wrist, just as deftly, just as deeply. This
time, blood welled up, pulsed, pushed. It was red.
I heard Sebastian moan slightly.
Captain and Lorelei watched it gush.
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“All right,” said Captain at last. She had not relaxed her
hold on the garrote; blood still trickled from Lorelei’s neck. “You
can close those up now.”
Lorelei reversed the setting on the scalpel. The skin of her
bloody wrist zipped closed. Healed without even a scar. Then,
without assistance, the skin over the crystal wrist knit itself back
together as well.
Captain released the garrote, holding it easily in one redgloved hand. Without another word, she sank down into a chair
next to Lorelei.
“I’m so sorry,” said Lorelei courteously. “I imagine it’s a
shock. May I make you a cup of tea?”
“With honey,” Captain said.
“We only have the Eglantine variety. Not your favorite.”
“I’ll manage.”
“Of course, I do apologize for not being entirely honest with
you.”
Captain’s gloved fist lashed out and hit Lorelei squarely in
the jaw, toppling her over in her chair. From the floor, unhurt,
Lorelei looked back at Captain.
“Unless you find you don’t want tea after all?”
“I’ll get it myself.” Captain paused, her teeth worrying her
lower lip. “Tell me. How long before you turn entirely?”
“Uncertain,” said Lorelei. She stayed on the floor, looking
surprisingly comfortable there. “The rate has been rather slow
so far.”
“On the bright side,” said Captain, “once the transformation is complete, you’ll have no flesh for the Bleeder virus to eat.
What about your mind?”
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“I have reason to believe,” Lorelei said, “that I will still be
me. For . . . some years.”
“Huh.”
Lorelei shrugged. “I don’t recommend you make the Lucifer
bargain, too. It’s not an avenue for everyone. And one of us will
do, I believe.”
“Is it safe to look now?” Sebastian whispered.
“You didn’t watch?!” I was aghast.
“I’m afraid of blood. What’d I miss?”
My voice rose involuntarily. “How can you be a fan and
afraid—”
“Shut up!” The woman in front of us whirled and
hissed.
“Sorry,” I whispered.
Bellah entered the ship’s bridge, where Captain sat at the
navigation console, sideways in the chair, with her short legs
dangling. Captain was listening to someone whose static avatar—a purple amoeba—was visible on the communications console but whose voice wasn’t audible because Captain was using
an earphone. She nodded acknowledgment at Bellah, rolled her
eyes toward the console, and then spoke crisply.
“If you double our fee, I’ll consider it. We’d need half up
front also. Yes, I hear you. Yes, we believe in humanitarian aid.
But we also believe in making a good living.” She paused. “All
right. We’re in business, Mayor. I’ll send our team down with
supplies. Captain out.”
Captain detached her earphone and placed it on the console. “We’ve got a new job,” she told Bellah and Monica. “A town
in the jungle. Vaccinations—pretty straightforward, I think, once
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we do the bloodwork. I’m sending you, Bellah, and Celie and
me.”
“Not me?” said Monica.
“You have the con.”
Monica nodded. “What are they paying?”
“Hm. One thousand universals.”
“That’s all? Captain—”
“Plus fifteen minutes on a secured, untraceable communications channel.”
“Oh,” said Bellah. She added slowly, “And you don’t think
it’s a trap?”
Captain straightened her shoulders. Then somehow, subtly,
she transformed.
How does the actress—Jocelyn Upchurch—do that?
There’s a shift of expression on her face, just for a second
or two, and for a moment you sort of see into Captain’s
soul—or think you do, which amounts to the same thing.
Captain’s a burdened woman of forty with children she
hasn’t seen in years, a husband who betrayed her, a doctor’s oath, 24/7 responsibility for her ship and the lives
and well-being of its crew, twenty extra pounds that she
claims a little too often to have made peace with, and—
incidentally—a self-imposed mission to chase across the
universe after a deadly rampaging virus that threatens
to destroy humanity. You’re reminded of all that just by
looking into her face. But that’s not all she is, and this too
is suddenly plain. She’s a canny, charismatic leader you’d
follow into hell . . . even when you’re not sure what will
happen once you get there.
You see all of that.
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Then you see her smile.
“Bellah, Bellah, Bellah,” Captain said. “My naive one. It’s
definitely a trap.”
Bellah raised an eyebrow. “But you want me, not Tennah?”
“Yes. You and all your poisons.”
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Scene 6

The ExCheerleader

The Bloodygits (we call ourselves that in homage to the
Bleeders showrunner, AMT, who is desi and British with the
most adorable accent ever) came pouring out of the season
premiere in a gossipy geyser, and our little knot of four was
in the thick of it.
“What was that in Lorelei’s arm?”
“Lucifer? What’s that? A second virus?”
“Captain didn’t seem afraid of catching it, though.”
“It’s got to do with selling your soul to the devil, don’t
you think?”
“No, really? Huh! . . . Listen, I loved that mayor creature, didn’t you?”
“It was hilarious! I hope we haven’t seen the last of it.”
“Did AMT write this episode?”
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“Yes, but there was also a cowriter on the credits. I’ll
look it up.”
“Did you notice they didn’t do that super-close-up on
the bugs in the blood this time? It’s because AMT doesn’t
want to cross the line when it’s not dramatically necessary.
She thought maybe the virus got too gross at the end of
last season. She said so in that season promo interview,
did you see it?”
“No! The grosser, the better.”
“Sebastian! Sebastian Sweet, is it really you? Sebastian! ”
The voice came from behind us. Sebastian didn’t seem
to hear. I touched his arm. “Hey. Someone’s calling you?”
I pointed backward in the crowd that was rapidly thinning around us to where a young woman was waving madly
as she worked her way forward.
Cam laughed. “Hey! It’s Captain!”
“Amazing cosplay!” said Liv enthusiastically.
The young woman coming toward us wore Captain’s
battle headgear. She had realistic-looking laser hilts and
futuristic syringes fitted into her black leather belt, and
she wore Captain’s vest with its embroidered white-andred medical insignia and the signature gloves, in red latex.
(Captain never shows her bare hands.) Her figure was
almost as curvy as Captain’s. The cosplay didn’t match
only in that she was white, her hair wasn’t in cornrows,
and she was way, way, way too smiley for Captain. Also,
she had a guy by the hand who was wearing a blue-shirt
Star Trek uniform, whereas Captain doesn’t touch anyone unless she’s doing surgery, or fighting, or killing.
Obviously, too, Star Trek is another universe entirely, so
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Captain holding hands with a blue-shirt is just visually
weird. Although I’d realized by now that this particular
weirdness was one of the points of Dragon Con.
Sebastian said, “Oh no.”
“Sebastian, it’s really you!” the Captain cosplayer said,
beaming, in a super-strong Texas accent. “Wow, that’s fantastic. I never thought I’d see you again, but here you are!
Awesome.”
Sebastian took a step back, away from her.
The Captain cosplayer’s face sobered. “Sebastian, I—I
have to tell you that I think about you a lot.” She paused,
waiting, but when he didn’t answer, she added, even more
tentatively, “Do you remember me? Melanie Delacroix?
From high school?”
“I remember,” Sebastian said.
Melanie Delacroix, who was extremely pretty, smiled
again. She gestured to the young man with her. “This is
my boyfriend, Todd. He’s not a Bloodygit—or a Trekker,
really—but he likes to do whatever I want, so here we are.”
To this, Todd nodded genially and said simply, “Why
not?”
I tried and failed to imagine Simon accompanying me
to Dragon Con in cosplay because why not.
Sebastian was not interested in the boyfriend. He said,
“You can’t be a Bloodygit! You’re a cheerleader.”
“What?!” said Todd the boyfriend, arrested. “You are?”
“That’s in the past,” said Melanie, with a toss of her
head. “In high school. I’m on my college dance team now,”
she added earnestly to Sebastian. “It’s much more me. I’m
learning to choreograph.”
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Sebastian clearly did not care about this. A combative,
angry expression had taken over his face. He said, in too
loud a voice, “So somehow they let you into college?”
I exchanged a concerned look with Cam and Liv.
Melanie’s smile slipped slightly. “Yes . . .”
“Meldel’s an English major,” the Trekker boyfriend
told us, as if that had anything to do with anything. “I’m
studying music tech.” He turned to Melanie. “What’s this
about your being a cheerleader in high school?”
She shot back at him, “What’s wrong with that?”
“No, it’s cool.” He leered. “But you never told me . . .
you said you were a nerd . . .”
“I was a nerd. Secretly in my heart!”
“If so, it was like a state secret,” Sebastian spat. He
turned to Todd. “Nerd or cheerleader, the problem was that
she was a truly terrible person. And she hung out with other
truly terrible people, and they were truly terrible together.
In uniform.” He glared at Melanie. “I was totally happy to
never think of you or high school again. And I was having
a really good time here tonight with my friends.” He gestured a little wildly at me and Cam and Liv. “I’m not talking
to you anymore.” He pressed his lips firmly together.
I blinked. Sebastian was here by himself—like me. And
Cam and Liv, they had just met us. We were all strangers.
But Sebastian clearly wanted—or needed—this Melanie
person to think we were his good friends.
Melanie Delacroix looked self-conscious and awkward, but she stood her ground.
I met Liv’s eyes—and then Cam’s.
So this is a thing that happens to me sometimes with
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Maggie, when we look at each other and we know we’re
thinking the same thing. Here, it was simply that we would
all support Sebastian. On faith. At least for now.
So Liv said to Melanie Delacroix, “We hope you’re not
going to upset our friend Sebastian. I don’t know what happened between you two in the past, but we were having a
good time together here and we’d like to go on doing that.”
“That’s right,” I said. “Let’s just all walk away, okay?”
“No hard feelings,” said Cam. “No drama.”
I heard Sebastian exhale in relief.
But Melanie didn’t move. She held out her hands. “But,
see, I don’t want to upset him either! Or interfere with anybody’s good time. I just, I saw Sebastian, and I only wanted
to say hello. And maybe, maybe . . .” She glanced over at her
boyfriend and then back at Sebastian. “We’re older now.
We’re in college. Where are you, Sebastian? Texas Tech?”
“I am at NYU.” Sebastian’s mouth tightened. “Not that
it’s any of your business, but I wanted to get as far away
from Lubbock as I could.”
“I wanted to get away too! I’m at UT Austin,” said
Melanie. “That’s in Texas,” she added, as if Cam and Liv
and I might not have heard of the capital of Texas.
“What are you trying to say to Sebastian, Melanie?”
asked Cam.
By this point, the six of us were alone; the other
Bloodygits had gone off, presumably to sleep or to do one
of the seventeen dozen things you can do at Dragon Con
at two in the morning. I suddenly realized that I’d seen my
show, and therefore I could excuse myself. I could head to
the airport and wait there for my morning flight.
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Only I didn’t want to leave the Bloodygits.
Melanie said, “I meant—that is, I’d like to—oh, this is
hard to say . . . but I have recently taken a fearless moral
inventory of myself and I owe you an apology, Sebastian. I
was—not nice. I want you to know how sorry I am and how
much I regret it and that I am not that person anymore.”
“What exactly did you do to him, Meldel?” asked Todd
the boyfriend.
“It wasn’t just her,” said Sebastian softly.
“I don’t want to say. I’m ashamed. Do I have to say?”
Melanie looked pleadingly at Sebastian.
He shoved his hands in his pockets. “I don’t know. No.”
A pause. “You’re really sorry?”
“Yes. Yes, I truly am. I’ve prayed about it.”
“Oh?”
“I believe I was led here,” Melanie added earnestly.
“Not just because my creativity demanded it, but also to
see you and apologize.”
Sebastian had been looking softer, but at this, he grimaced. “And I believe that kind of thinking is delusional.”
Melanie smiled gently, forgivingly—infuriatingly, I
thought. But at least she really was apologizing for whatever bullying—I assumed—she had done to Sebastian.
Cam and Liv were whispering. Then Cam said, “So, Liv
and I have a hotel room, thanks to our parents. We were
going to invite Zoe and Sebastian up to hang out and talk
about the premiere and have snacks. So Sebastian, what
do you think about my inviting these dudes, too? You and
Melanie can maybe talk privately, and then we can all talk
about Bleeders. But not if you don’t want to.”
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Melanie smiled gratefully at Cam and then looked
hopefully at Sebastian. “I’d like that. If you’re willing. And
I’m really dying to talk about Bleeders with you all, too. I
don’t know any other fans.”
Sebastian hesitated, then said to Cam, “Did you say
something about snacks?”
“Yes.”
Sebastian smiled then. “Okay.”
“Oh good,” said Melanie.
“Cool,” said Todd the boyfriend amiably.
Then suddenly we were all doing introductions. I made
sure to say my pronouns, which led to everybody else doing
it too. It went smoothly except that instead of just saying
“he/him,” Todd bellowed, “I identify as a man!” and actually beat his Trek-uniformed chest.
“Todd also identifies as immature,” observed Melanie
without embarrassment.
I wanted to giggle but managed to suppress it. I hoped
that Liv wasn’t offended. I stole a glance but couldn’t tell.
Liv was looking at Cam. Then we were all walking.
I could have said goodbye then.
But my plane didn’t leave until seven o’clock. And I’d
certainly rather be with Bloodygits than alone at the airport or alone somewhere else at the con.
So I went with them.
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Scene 7

A Nice Cold
Facecloth
I awoke on the rug in Liv and Cam’s parentally subsidized,
air-conditioned hotel room. I was curled up, fully dressed
except for my sneakers, with a pillow under one cheek and
a blanket over me. Sunlight streamed onto the floor over
my outflung arm. A stethoscope-garrote, Torrance’s iron
frying pan, and my orange sneakers were inches away.
I was clutching my phone, which was off. Because—I
now recalled—I had powered it off to save battery.
My last memory was of everybody talking. Including
me.
The others were still talking.
“So the way I see it, Lorelei is basically amoral, and
Torrance is too moral. But he also just doesn’t have any
balls! That’s really what I object to.” This was . . . I squinted.
It was Todd the boyfriend. He was lounging half on, half
off one of the beds.
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“Don’t say ‘ balls,’ ” a now-familiar Texas drawl objected.
Meldel. At some point before I fell asleep, Melanie
Delacroix had insisted that she was to be called Meldel.
She sprawled on the other bed, with Liv.
“What am I supposed to call it? I’m not being sexist. Torrance is a guy. Cis-het, even. He literally has balls.
Except he doesn’t have metaphorical balls, is my point.”
“Torrance takes his do-no-harm oath seriously!”
snapped Liv.
“So you’re insulting the rest of the crew? All of whom
are women who do have metaphorical balls?”
“Is it really only about women?” Cam asked. “Tennah/
Bellah is very obviously a they. That metaphor—if we’re
going to talk about metaphors—could not possibly be
more clear. Plus, you seem to be defining ‘ balls’ as being
willing to kill.”
“To kill enemies!” Todd insisted.
Fear clutched my throat as I watched my phone go
through its maddening cutesy start-up routine.
“The problem is with the meaning of ‘ balls,’ ” Liv said
with obvious patience. “It has a history of exclusion. We
can do better.”
“Disagree-e-e!” Todd said. “The word is bigger than
its literal meaning. It is beyond gender.” He raised a halfeaten Twizzler in a toast to Meldel. “For example. Balls of
steel has Meldel.”
Twizzlers. That was what I could still taste.
My phone informed me that it was 8:38 a.m.
I almost threw up the Twizzlers.
Instead, I looked around at the room full of strangers.
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They hadn’t felt like strangers a few hours ago, when we’d
been talking and arguing. But now . . .
How had I allowed this to happen? To me?
“If you’re going to take ‘ balls’ away, then I need a
replacement term,” Todd was insisting.
“Something female,” said Meldel. “Yet sharp. Single
syllable.”
“Something that applies to everyone,” said Liv. “Nongendered.”
One blessing: Simon didn’t know I was here in this
room with these strangers.
“It absolutely has to be vulgar,” Todd said.
“Granted,” said Cam, as Meldel nodded and Liv said,
“Sure.”
And Simon must never know.
“We’ll have to invent something,” said Liv.
“Femball?” said Todd.
“That’s idiotic!” said Meldel. “And you’re not listening.
Neutral!”
“I may be idiotic and a bad listener, but I’m charming.
You’re charmed by me.”
Meldel sighed—and then giggled.
“Actually, all of you here are charmed by me, even
against your wills. I can tell. I’m the Celie of this little
group. Meldel? Will you love me when I’m a girl? Will you
love me more? Or at all?” He waggled his eyebrows up and
down.
Liv and Cam side-eyed each other. I agreed with what
they were obviously thinking about Todd, ugh, but most
of my attention was fixed despairingly on my phone as it
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presented me with a backlog of automated texts from the
airline. These told the story of my folly: directing me to a
gate, informing me that the flight was boarding, that the
flight was closing its doors, what number I should call to
reschedule, and that, in the event of rescheduling, there
was a fee on top of the charge for a new flight, click link
for details.
I was about to click the link when another bunch of
texts arrived.
SIMON: Good morning sleepyhead!
SIMON: Should I come by with bagels soon?
SIMON: No rush but today’s voter registration shift is at noon.
SIMON: You’re all better now, right? We need you today!

I levered myself to a sitting position. Sebastian, on the
desk chair, waved at me. “Zoe!”
For a terrifying moment, I actually thought Simon
could hear and see him. Me. Us. Here in this Atlanta hotel
room.
It was time to panic. Even Maggie couldn’t save me.
She was offline all day today, doing—something. Something else family. I knew exactly what it was, but I couldn’t
remember because my brain was frozen. Oh God. Oh God.
“Good morning, Zoe,” Liv was saying, and the others
said hello, and then Liv leaned forward. “Zoe? Are you
okay?”
“No,” I said. “I am not.” Thank you for noticing.
“What’s wrong?” asked Sebastian.
I looked down at Simon’s texts. Luckily, he’d sent them
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only a few minutes ago. Unluckily, I had no idea what I
could or should text back.
“Zoe?” said Cam.
I said, “My life is over.”
“Can it be over after the parade? We have to leave in
ten minutes,” Cam said. “Our mom is saving us a spot near
the Sheraton. She has muffins and coffee. You’ll feel better
once you eat.”
“I will never feel better,” I said.
“Your mom is inviting all of us?” asked Sebastian.
“Really?”
Liv nodded. “Sure. You’ll like her. And our dad is
marching. You have to see him. The parents are total geeks,
by the way, in case that wasn’t easily inferred. Zoe, you
want the bathroom before we leave?”
“I’m not going to any parade,” I said. “You don’t understand. My life is over. Parades will not help.”
“Coffee and muffins will, though,” repeated Cam. “And
really, you don’t want to miss the parade.”
“I don’t drink coffee.” I put down my phone. My hands
were shaking. I buried them in my hair. “And I will never
eat again. Also, I hate parades.”
“Not this one,” Cam insisted.
“I hate parades, too,” said Todd. “Especially if there are
clowns. Will there be clowns?”
I scrambled to my feet and gave them all the hairy eyeball. “Listen! This is not a joke! I was supposed to be on a
plane home already. Only my best friend knows I’m here,
but what’s most important is my boyfriend doesn’t. I was
a total freaking liar about coming here, but I just had to
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see the Bleeders premiere, and I didn’t intend for anybody
to ever know! But now I’ve missed my plane and my boyfriend just texted and he wants to come to my house with
bagels and I’m supposed to go do voter registration with
him today. Because hashtag resist.” I waved my arms. “Only
now he’ll probably text my parents and get them all upset,
because he’s like super-responsible and he’ll be worried if
he goes to my house and I’m not there, and so it’s all going
to come out that I’m not home. And that I lied! I lied! Over
a TV show! So, like I said, my life is over! Over!”
I realized too late that I had screamed the last word.
“Ah,” said Meldel.
Ashamed, I cleared my throat. “Uh. Sorry.”
“You’re a total sneakasaurus girl,” said Todd admiringly. “Awesome. Have a Twizzler.” He tossed the container
to me. Automatically, I caught it and fished out a Twizzler
and viciously bit its head off and only then remembered
that I never wanted to eat a Twizzler again. I ate it anyway
because sugar.
“But your boyfriend isn’t even a Bloodygit,” Sebastian
said.
I glared at him. Then I looked pleadingly at Liv and
Cam. “Can I just stay here in your room while you go to this
parade? I need to figure out what I’m going to do. There’s
got to be something—wait, I know, I’ll just go straight to
the airport and find the next plane—I don’t know how I’ll
pay for it, I’ll have to use my parents’ credit card—they’ll be
pissed off—but I guess it’s an emergency—only it’s my fault
it’s an emergency. Okay, I’m getting ahead of myself—first
I have to text Simon! What do I say to him? Oh God.”
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“What’s he look like?” asked Cam.
Grimly, I called up a picture of Simon on my phone
and handed it over.
“My ears and whiskers!” said Cam admiringly. “I quite
see why you want to stay in with him.” Meldel tried to take
the phone from him, but Cam held it out of reach, staring,
until Liv held out an imperious hand.
“Down, boy. He’s not for you.”
“I’m just window-shopping,” Cam said, but he handed
it over, and the phone then went from Bloodygit hand to
Bloodygit hand.
“And that’s just Simon’s outside,” I said smugly.
Liv handed me back my phone. They had modified
their Torrance costume by winding three different scarves
around their neck. Liv said firmly, “First. Breathe.”
I almost stamped my foot. “You aren’t listening! I—”
“Don’t you worry your pretty little head about your
flight or your yummy-yummy boyfriend,” said Meldel.
“Auntie Meldel will get you home with nobody the wiser.
Trust me, Zoe. I’ve been in trouble on a few occasions in my
life. What I have learned is that there’s always a way out.
With the Lord,” she appended piously.
“But Simon just texted me,” I said. “And—”
“Bless his heart. Give me your phone.” She took it
from my flaccid fingers. “Perfect, you told him you had a
headache yesterday!” Meldel ran her thumbs rapidly over
the phone face. “There. You’ve had a terrible relapse!” Her
smile nearly blinded me. “You can thank me later.”
I tried to take my phone back to see what she’d texted.
“No, no, I’ll keep your phone for now. Until hottie
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Simon and I finish talking!” said Meldel. “Because he and
I are going to have a nice little chat. Whoops, I mean, you
and Simon. Don’t worry. You’re off the hook with him. Or
you will be.” She started texting again. “He’ll never know
I’m not you! Promise! I’m an excellent writer and a quick
study. I’m imitating your texting style very closely. I see
you’re a stickler for punctuation and spelling, and so is the
hottie. I approve. Todd, take a lesson.”
I stood there.
Liv unwound one of the three scarfs from around their
neck and draped it gently around mine. It was covered with
My Little Ponies and rainbows. “Better?”
The rainbow ponies were ridiculous, but the scarf felt
soft and silky.
“Yes?” I asked tremulously.
“A scarf always helps. People don’t coddle their necks
enough. You can keep this one as long as you need it, Zoe.
Wear it to the parade.”
“We really have to go now,” said Cam. “Parents.”
“No problem,” said Meldel. “I can walk and text Simon
at the same time. Now, take that worried face off, Zoe. I’ll
talk with the airline next. Everything will be fine.”
“That’s my girl,” said Todd proudly. “The Melster has
got awesome powers.”
I sighed. I wrapped the soft rainbow pony scarf more
securely around my neck and decided to hope for the best.
What choice did I have?
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Scene 8

Before the Parade
Passes By
On Peachtree Street, the dragons marched by first. They
had papier-mâché heads and colorful hides and giant feet,
but that was about all they had in common because different people had made them. One enormous black dragon
had outstretched wings and snapping jaws and a guy on
his back wearing a horned helmet.
“He’s on stilts that operate the legs,” Liv said analytically. “And he’s using puppetry to work the head and
jaws.”
Puppets again. “You’re sure there aren’t two people in
there?” I asked, craning my neck.
“Yes.”
I stood on tiptoe to follow the black dragon with my
eyes. “It’s so good—do you think that guy’s a master puppeteer? Like Frank Oz?”
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Liv and Cam’s mother answered, “Maybe, but I doubt
it. Chances are, he read up and tried things and figured out
how to make what he wanted. That’s how cosplay tends to
work. Hey, here comes the steampunk group! Check out that
woman with the top hat and monocle! I love steampunk!”
The next hour was full of charm and delight, albeit not
enough to make me forget about Simon and that my life
was now over, and also that I had no idea how and when
I was going to get home and how frustrating it was that I
couldn’t even text Maggie. ( Well, I could text, but I wouldn’t
get an answer anytime soon because—my memory had
unfrozen enough to inform me—Young People’s phones
were always confiscated during the annual Kwan family
picnic.)
I had to trust that Meldel was going to figure it out
for me.
There were no better options.
Ghostbusters went by, with cars and vans and blaring
music. Then medieval lords and ladies with high headdresses and knights on horseback. Somebody clomped
along behind this group wearing a suit of armor in which
they just had to be sweating buckets. Next came stormtroopers, including one in head-to-toe pink.
There were fandom groups I recognized and some
I had to ask about: Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., Firefly, League of
Legends, Walking Dead, Tolkien, Hunger Games, Star Trek—
all different kinds—and Handmaid’s Tale.
The Handmaids included the giant T. rex I’d spotted
yesterday. In a white bonnet and red robe, this dinosaur
galumphed along at the back of the group with hands
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clasped and eyes meekly downcast. Enchanted, I pointed
it out to Liv. “If I weren’t committed, I’d sort of want to
resolve right now to date him. Or her. Or them. I mean, if
they were available and interested.”
“I just do not get that,” Liv said. “Even as a joke. You
don’t know that person! But then—” They paused, looked
at me, and then nodded as if they’d thought about it and
made a deliberate decision to go on. “I can barely understand it when people are romantically attracted to someone they actually do know.”
“You don’t want someone?” I asked slowly, carefully,
not wanting to offend my new friend but needing to know.
“Even someday?”
Then I relaxed, because Liv snickered. “I really don’t
think so! I never have even really fantasized about it to this
point. Whereas you do, right?”
I groaned and fanned myself with one hand.
“Exactly,” said Liv triumphantly. “And I just bop along
in my own skin. You know, sex aside, sometimes I wonder
if having a twin ruined me even for the idea of partnership.
I mean, I never even got to be independent in the womb!”
Oh, I like you, I thought.
“Nobody’s independent in the womb,” I pointed out.
“You’re tethered to your mother.”
“Don’t be so literal. You know what I mean. I’ve been
sharing and compromising since conception. I love my
brother, but it’s enough already! Space, please.”
I laughed. “I get it.” I paused before confessing the way
Liv had: “But I have to tell you, I’m entirely the opposite.
I’ve wanted a boyfriend since I can remember. And, oh
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God, now that I say that aloud, I feel embarrassed. I sound
so . . . needy. Or boy-crazy.” I winced.
“Yeah, well, you’re not alone at least. Look at my
brother. He’s been having massive crushes since forever.
But he’s way too shy to make a move on anyone. He suffers
in silence. At least you don’t have that problem.”
“I always had an idea that it was easier for gay men.
Cam is gay, right?”
“Oh, yes he is, and no, it’s not easier. Not for Cam, anyway,” said Liv. “Of the two of us, he got all of the sexual
longing and none of the confidence to go with it.”
“But wouldn’t other guys chase him? So all he’d have
to do is respond?”
“He says the ones he likes are always out of his league.”
“Now that starts to sound like my friend Maggie,” I
said. “And with her, what it really means is that she’s terrified. Whenever it gets too real, she bolts.”
“I’ve wondered about that with Cam, actually.”
“But that’s not you?”
“I don’t think so, no. But that’s just me. Lots of enby
people are really into sex and romance.”
I nodded, remembering Jordan O’Halloran, an enby
person at my high school, older than me, a music geek
who’d had a reputation as definitely being into sex.
At that point, I realized that I hadn’t had such an easy
time talking to someone new since, well, Maggie.
Then Liv’s mom yelled, “Here he comes! There’s Dad’s
group! Gerry! Over here! Gerry! ”
She pointed as the Disney princesses were replaced by
the Borg from Star Trek. Cam and Liv’s dad was covered
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in black rubber and coiling hoses, with only his right eye
exposed. “Gerry!” yelled Ms. Decker again, and Mr. Decker
waved at us stiffly, robotically, with both arms. I took a
picture for Maggie—one of a very long series.
Next came elves and hobbits, and then more superheroes than I could shake my frying pan at. (About the
frying pan: feeling like a misfit in my regular clothes, even
though I had the scarf, I’d again borrowed Cam’s stethoscope-garrote and grabbed Liv’s discarded cast-iron frying
pan, too. To my regret, because it really was too heavy.)
Star Wars, with many incarnations of Princess Leia.
Someone who’d done a mash-up of Han Solo with Elsa
from Frozen. The writer Jane Yolen in a tiara waving from
a convertible. Pennywise the clown, dancing alongside
Beetlejuice, which made Todd hide his head and scream,
“Clowns! Minions of evil!”
The parade grand marshal was greeted with loud
cheering. This was a comics guy I’d never heard of, but
the crowd certainly had. “He’s got the beauty queen wave,”
Cam observed with delight. “Elbow, elbow, wrist, wrist.”
“What?”
He demonstrated. “Southern girls learn it. Elbow,
elbow, wrist, wrist. Touch your pearls, blow a kiss.” I did it
too, with the stethoscope-garrote.
I found out how the parade works: Any con attendee is
welcome to march. You register yourself and your intended
costume in advance. When the organizers put the parade
together, they assign you to a group. So, let’s say you cosplay
Scooby-Doo. When you line up for the parade, you learn
that you’ve been put with two Velmas and seven Shaggys
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and a Fred and a Daphne and two other Scooby-Doos. You
all march together. If you’re lucky, their cosplay doesn’t
make you feel ashamed of yours. But it might.
Cam said, “People look down on costumes that you
buy. You’re supposed to make your own. It can get a little
snobby.”
“What do you mean, snobby?”
“If you don’t care enough to put in the time and effort
to make your own cosplay, then people might not respect
you.”
These were new definitions of snobby and respect for
me.
“But everybody should at least try,” Cam said, and
quirked an eyebrow at me. “Even Liv put in a sort of quarter effort. Like, it can help build the fandom, if people see
you’re out there.”
“Fine. I get it. I’ll work on my Lorelei,” I said rashly. A
moment later I remembered it was impossible.
Sebastian was listening. “I could just be a random
bleeder,” he said. “I was thinking about a mechanism for
the blood.”
I turned to him. “Didn’t you say you’re afraid of blood?”
“I want to get over that. I can’t believe I missed the key
scene last night.”
“You could just keep your eyes open next time. See
what happens.”
“I’d faint. I know it. But if I cosplayed a bleeder, then I’d
know the blood was fake because I faked it myself. That’s
different. I think that would give my brain the right message and I wouldn’t faint.”
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